
Example of application of the software :  comparison between the syntactic structure of
dedications and the syntactic structure of funerary inscriptions from Smyrna (Hellenistic
and Imperial periods).1

For this exercise, testimonies with 1 to 11 symbols are taken into account (the operators #,
+, / and =, the square brackets [ ], the brackets ( ) and the onomastic elements represented by the
symbol "x" are counted as symbols), which represents a total of 36 dedications and 29 funerary
inscriptions. 

While  the  structure  of  the
funerary  onomastic  sequences  varies
very  little  (3  different  sequences),  the
sequences from the dedications offer a
greater  sequential  diversity  (9 different
sequences, i.e. three times more). This
is  illustrated in the table on the left:  a
large part of the testimonies contain the
formula  'Mother  of  the  gods  Sipylene'
(Μητρὶ  θεῶν  Σιπυληνῇ), encoded as),  encoded  as
follows: [ {201} # {28} ] # {1994} (i.e. [ x
# x ]  # x).  Dedications have a greater
diversity  of  elements  and  syntactic
arrangements.  Two  examples  are
testimony  #7140,  'the  god  Heracles

Hoplophylax'  (θεὸν  Ἡρακλέα  Ὁπλοφύλακα),  encoded  as  {28}  #  [  {17}  #
{2021} ] (x # [ x # x ]); or attestation #7222, 'Pluto Helios and Kore Selene'
(Πλούτωνος Ἡλίου καὶ Κούρης vv Σελήνης), encoded as: [ {89} # {25} ] +
[ {309} # {2029} ] ([ x # x ] + [ x # x ]). In fact, a greater number of symbols
are found in the formulae from dedications (34) than in the formulae from
funerary inscriptions (11).

The sequence diagrams allow these statistics to be visualised.  The order of  the x-axis
indicates the rank of the symbols in the formulae studied. The first symbol, positioned at rank 0, is
an empty sign. We then see what proportion of the sequences begin with the next symbol (here x
or [). Thus, 86% of the formulae from the dedications begin with an onomastic element (x), and
14% begin with a bracket ([), i.e. by introducing a phrase. The distribution is much less nuanced
among funerary formulae : 59% begin with an element, compared to 41% with a bracket. Then,
moving  to  the right,  we  discover  the  proportion  of  symbols  located  in  second  position  in  the
formulae. We can see that dedications offer a greater number of possibilities (4 possible symbols:
+, #, x or [), compared to funerary formulae which only offer two possibilities (# or x).

1 Sources from the corpus PETZL G., Inschriften von Smyrna, t. I-II, Bonn, 1982-1990



The third diagram compares the syntax of the formulae according to the variables chosen
(here the type of source: dedication or funerary). The red symbols and lines represent the nodes
and edges that  appear  in  only  one of  the  two types of  sources studied,  while  the  grey/white
symbols and lines represent the nodes and edges that appear in both dedications and funerary
inscriptions.

Looking  again  at  the  symbols  in  second  position  in  the
formulae studied, we see that the # and x are in white because
they  can  appear  in  second  position  in  formulae  from  both
dedications and funerary inscriptions, while the + and [ are in red
because  they  appear  in  second  position  only  in  formulae  from
dedications.


